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ARYMOUNT ELCOMES PARENTS
HP~.d~l;!bE ~~~KENO
WENT
wi~ ~gan
ruary 22-24 was Paren't
~:~~nd atf Marymount.
e erne or th1s year's

activitils
t
the
students alike ~ea~~~ :nd
0
well-produced sta
a
duction of
Rye,. under the directione

~e~engld~s
'~P,~ingtime
e
out .

"Catche~ei/[ho-

(~~~--~~~,..,----~~~~~llwlliiii..-.,A.A...

!

of Mr. William Smith. On.
the same bill was "Life as
Seen Through Dance "
presented by the mode;n
~nee.
classes
under
the
of Mrs.
:\Iarilyn
direct1on
Remus.
On Saturday
parents
underwentmorning
something that all students
dread-registration! They
also met with members of
the . faculty and admirns-

R EV I E W
I DAY
AFTRTH
ETRNIGHT
EATR E ~~~~~~
at an informal
At noon a picnic lunch

FAREWELL OR. WIXTED

Jeff Moore, who perform
ed and ~horeographed a 1,
outstandir&. solo in ''Tht•
Call. of Danger," and Ann&
Soltiwsky. whose dan ing
experience jt1st oversha"M o ".nro• r(" ..-....-..
1
r
u t t.: , ay...~a ; "Catcht>.r
m ttiifand costumed h Ms. was a different story.
Marilyn Remus and per- Toanone did justke to
formed by the modern part of Holden Caulfield
dance classes. Act two was He brought life to alin
a short adaptation of ger's character by
Catcher in the Rye, a bining the right
novel by J.D : Salinger. It - of rage, naivete, an
was adapted and directed intelligence. He was help
by Mr. William Smith of ed throughout his perfo
the prama Department.
mance by the strong
The_ dance production of supporting
was a sad disappointment. Brian O'Hanlon, as
Instead of simply using the ice, the hea
best dancers in the school. hustler,
and
Ms. Remus employed the Mariani as Horowitz
whole of both her classes. hapless hack driver,
The mistakes made by the superb in keeping
poorer dancers caused action moving. Lee
breaks in the routines of verman provided a
the better dancers and convincing Dr.
threw off the timing of the Sheila Albert. as
whole company. The chor- Caulfield
and
eography was well done Friesen as Sunny. tht
but lost its effect when the grouchy hooker. made th
assembled mass took the show more human
stage. Standouts in the more realistic. Ed Spears
dance production were

institution. His association
personal regards for Dr.
with the Religious of thE:
On Saturday evening,
Wixted and commended
Sacred Heart of Mary,
Feb 16, 1974, the Maryhis service to the field of
who established Marymount College administraeducation over the years.
mount Manhattan, goes
tive, faculty and staff
Finally, Dr. Donald E.
back to 1951. He continued
community and friends of
Ross, President, Maryto ·assist that religious
Dr. William G. Wixted
mount College, Boca Raorder in 1963. when upon
honored him with a retireton, announced that the
retirement from Hunter,
ment dinner at the FounBoard of Trustees of the
he moved t~Boca Raton,
tains of Palm Beach. Also
college had decided to
Florida, to organize the
in attendance were memhonor Dr. Wixted by
Department of Philosophy
bers of his family and
naming him as the first
of Marymount College and
former associates from
Dean Emeritus of the
then to become Adademic
the academic and business
college since its establishDean in 1972. One of the
communities.
ment in 1963. Dr. Ross
college oormitories was
Following a superb meal
then presented Dean Wixnamed in his honor in 1969.
and cocktail hour the
ted with a plaque inscribed
guests paid tribute to Dr.
with words of honor and
Dr. Wixted received his
Wixted in an informal
praise for Dr. Wixted's
B.A. degree from St. ,
program, with
Sister
loyal, unswerving service
Joseph's College and his
Dymphna
Leonard,
to the institution.
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
RSHM, of Marymount
The evening was a
from Fordham University.
Manhattan College as the
happy, memorable occaHe was a student of the
Sister
toastmaster.
sion for MaQ•mouot's
noted American educator
Dymphna warmly referrchoice of a "Man for all
and pholosopher, John
ing to Dr. Wixted as "Bill"
Dewey, and a friend of
Seasons".
reviewed his many servicThe following is a short
many notable figures in
es to the order of the
biographical sketch of Dr.
various disciplines o highReligious of the Sacred
er education. He has held
Wixted
:
Heart of Mary in assisting
research grants at the
them in their work at
Dr. William G. Wixted, a
University of Gall, SwitMarymount
Manhattan
native of Troy, New York;
zerland and the Louvain in
and Marymount, Boca
has spent over 45 years in
Belgium. Also, he has
Raton. She toasted him as
eduction. His career began
contributed articles to the
a humanistically inspiring
at P .S
in Harlem and
New Catholic Encyclopeman who nas given his all
continued at Hunter Coldia and is a member of the
to education and to those
lege where he was profesA.A.U.P and the Catholic
who know him as a friend.
sor of Philosophy and
Teachers' Guild. He is a
Dr. Jules Belford, ChairEducation and later ChairFourth Degree Knight of
man, Liberal Arts Diviman of the Department of
Columbus and a member
sion, Marymount Boca
Education. He assisted in
of the Order of Alhambra.
Raton, and a former
establishing Hunter Col- .
student of Dr. Wixted
His three sons, Edward
lege as the major center
noted U
his students
William Jr., and Thomas,
for the preparation of
work" respectlvely in the
often learned more from
public school teachers in
the personal philosophy of
fields of education, mediNew York City.
Dr. Wixted than from the
cine and engineering. Dr.
While at Hunt.C' Dr.
ideas of the so-called
Wixted resides in ~oca
Wixted collaborated with
"greats" in the discipline
R aton, Florida, where he
Ma.rymount
Manhattan
of Philo5q>hy . Dr. Louis
is well known to the
College in developing their
Camp, Chairman, Student
eductors and civic leaders
Department of Edlreation
Teaching and InteflllibiP.
of that community.
J9ld serving as a part-time
Florida Atlantic Universi(aculty member of that
ty, stressed his warm

took place under sunnv
skies <there was a rumor
that most of the parents
~ere extending their \:acatlon another two weeks;.
In the e-.:.ening parents
and ra~ty got together
for a soc1al hour up in the
Rathsk_eller.
ParE'.nts
of the everu ng <.v~r:.-r..Le""' v•
dinner. followed bv dancing and gambling.Sundav started out with
a liturgy given by Father
Marty Devereaux. and a
brunch. 1n the afternoon
Marymount polo games
were played under cloudy
skies <a new rumor started that parents had cancelled their extended two
week vacationsl. but the
action of the polo game
compensated for the weather.
It was an interesting and
exciting Parent 's_ Weekend.
Ed. Note: Pulse hopes
that maybe some of you
parents would like to write
a letter to the editor and
tell us what you thought of
Parent's Weekend.

LEE BRAVERMAN ADVISES BOB TOANONE IN "THE CATCHER

I~ THE RYE."

:::::EDITORIALS~

('o t•ditm·s:
Jim Chambers, Ed Spears, Phil Beninato.

CU:.\!'\ l'P \'Ol'R ,\CTS

.Phil Bt•ninatn
lias an~·ont• trit>d going to tht' bathmom latt>l~:·~ If ~·ou "an
un•t·t·omt• tlw obstarlt' -c.•om·st' of misplat•t>d human wastt'
and asst)rtt'd filth you ma~· just bt> fortunalt• t>uough to l't'a"h
a toilt•t t•quippt>d with an adt>qua It• amount of maid St"f\'i('t'
whit-h has bt•t•n itTt'gular tht'St' past ft>w da~·s but tht' bnmt
of tlw blanw must bt> "an·it>d b~· wt• tlw JM'Oplt'. If ~·on nolict'
somt•unt• iu tlw bathrooms who st>t•ms to han• a littlt> tmublt>
with toilt•t training lt>l lht>m luto\\· that Wt' all ust' tht'St'
bathnmms and that tht>it· Prima Donna bt>ha\·im· "annot bt>
tolt•t·att•d wht•n it infl'ingt>s upon tht' lwalth and wt'll bt>ing of
us all.

·ENERGY CRISIS

pulse staff
Photo~raphy:

John Bunkavage, Tim Sedlmayer, Phil
Beninato, Jody Milspaugh.
Contributors:
Greg Malfitano, Patrick Winburn Lori
C'rparano. Brian Casey, Karyn Snead, Tim Sedlmay~r. Neil
t-htdlt'ILS. Ron Falzone. Sally Robbins, Kevin Leahy, Judy
Rosenthal. Jan Schwenger. Mary Walsh, Ed Freel, Greg
L..t.>azer. Margie Arps, Sheila Albert.

:\L\R \':\lot '!'\T'~

Ed Spt>ars
.. \\'ht•n smnt>body asks you \\11t>rt' do you go to s"hool. what
do ~·tm rt>pl~··~ If ~·on at't' a malt' and sa)· l\lar~·mount !I out of
w timt>s tht• nt'xt qut>stion askt>d is. "I thought l\la rymount
was an all girl'!i S('hool." Tht'n ('OIIlt'S tht' lt>nghty
pxplanation how tht' s"hool is rt>ally Wilmington uppt>t'
di\'ision and is •·un by Wilmington and on and on.
.. lnstt>ad of tht' s"hool going undt>r two namt>s why not just
call it Wilmington·~ Tht>n tht> problt>m of pt>oplt> thinking tht'
('OIIt>gt' is a two ~·t'ar < !\lar~·mount has bt>t>n known as a
junior ('OIIt>gt> l school could bt' straightt>nt>d out. Pt>oplt>
would undt>rstand that St>niors graduatt' with a B.A. or B.S ..
not an .\..\. Tht> onl~· rt'al problt>m that would rt'main if tht'
school was callt>d Wilmington is tht> qut>stion "I thought
Wilmington was in Dt>lawart'. not Florida!"

I

Dear Editor:

letters
To The Editor

I

the
mail
distributing
should by no means be
Ever since the beginning
given to different people.
of the present semester
On several occasions I
the mail situation has been
have gone to my proctor
nothing short of a disaster.
for mail only to find a note
As a result of not having
directing me to some .
mailbox kevs the mail
other room. After the
must be distributed by
"no
disapointment of
proctors dr ~~ or nightly
mail", I naturally wonder<wha te\'er t!r<' case may
ed if there was mail after .
bel . Not ,•.. II; is this an
all.
incom·enien~·e for students
I am not implying that
as well as proctors. but the
someone would want my
women woking in the
mail, I'm just stating that
business office are also
mail should not be given to
greatly. affected by this
someone ~ive to someburden.
one else to give to
It is. evident that people
somebody else. Mail is far
fail to see the real .. too important to be misseriousness in the sitUahandled and this is what is
tion. The respohsibility of
taking place.

Art work:
Neil Hitchens.
Fa"ulty advisors:
Mr. Weldon, Ms. Wershoven.

Until - the time we receive our keys (if ever we
do) I suggest a more
appropriate and organized
way of distribution involving fewer people plus a
less casual attitude towards the time in which it's
delivered.
It seems so ironic to me
that the present process is
going on, because it surely
is anything but easier.
Sally Robbins
Dear Editor :
Being a Marymrunt student under 18 years of age,
I am concerned over the
Student Activities to be
held in the Rathskellar.
Since minors are not
allowed in the Rathskellar,
will students under 18 be
allowed to attend the
activities there? ·
Even though the 17 or 18
students who are wtder 18
form a small minority, we
are still a part of the
student body.
I feel some provisi,ons
should be made concern-

ing this issue, for after all,
minorities have rights too.
Judy Rosenthal
Dear Editor:

The question concerning
whether the energy crisis
i!l real or not is being
cl·o;cussed at great length
"'·ross the country. Last
week a poll was taken here
w get a feeling of what the
thoughts of people at
Marymrunt are.
Basing the questions on
the premises that there is
a crisis of some kind,
which is proven by the
lack of gasolineherein our
own area, three questions
were asked.
A. Do yru feel that the
energy crisis has been
manufactured by the oil
corporations?
Marymount agreed with
the rest of the cowttry on
this questionaire with 64
percent answering affirmatively. Only 24 percent
answered definitely "no,"
while 12 percent said they
had no opinion.
B. Do you favor reasonable gas rationing as
opposed to waiting in
longlines at gas stations?
92 percent answered

Pulling false alarms
seems to be the latest
craze at Marymount. Because of some joker pulling a false alarm,. the Boca
Raton fire department was
called out here in the early
morning hours of Feb. 20.
On the way, one of the two
trucks had an accident. If
anyone were injured or
killed in the accident, the .
guilty party would not only
be responsible for the
alarm but for manslaughter.
I can assure you the
girls in Wixted love being
yanked out of bed at two in
the morning. Jf this is
someone's idea of a joke, I
can assure you this joke
leaves much to be desired.
Endangering the lives of
others is not my idea of a
joke, it is my idea of sheer
ignorance.
Mary Waist-

"yes" - to this question
while 8 percent said "no".
This differs sharply from
the rest of the nation. Part
of this could possibly be
that the question is somewhat biased, but even with
that taken into accowtt,
· the difference is still
significant.
C. Have you decreased
the amount of gas, electricity and other forms of
energy since Ute crisis
began?
·
Most people ~t Marymount answered "yes" to
this question. Only 16
percent answerM "no"
which is almost the sam~
as many of the national
polls.
All in all, opinions at
Marymrunt do not differ a
great deal, except for gas
rationing, from the rest of
the nation. The typical
liberal conservative attitudes do not seem to hold
up on this subject. Possi~
bly when everyone i!'
affected equally by a
problem, attitudes tend to
be the same.

THE
GALER IE

II

I IARTS
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PICTURE FRAMING
ART SUPPLIESI
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136 E. BOCA RATON RD.
BOCA RATON 1395-5624

Boca Raton National
WELCOMES ALL MARYMOUNT STUDENTS

Offering

"Com.p lete Trust Services''
9:00A.M. TO 4:30P.M. MONDAY-THU~DAY
9:00A.M; TO 6:00 P.M. FRIDAY

BOCA RATON NATIONAL-BANK
)

South federal Highway At Camino Real. Boca Raton, Florida

Telephone 395-2300

Pat Winburn
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CHRISTMAS.BUMMER
Ah, well, here I am back
left and we discovered how
at Marymount-what a
big this campus really is.
drag! There's nothing like
With about forty kids
having to go to school
living herEl it can get
durirtg Christmas vacaquiet-it didn't; but I guess
tion. I wonder where I'm
it can. 'We all got to know
supposed to go? "Sister
each other playing cards
Kathleen!" (a sigh of
in the lobby or partying in
relief at seeing at least one
somebody's room, comfamiliar face).
plaining (a Marymount
Unpacking in Patton
tradition) or riding around
Hall (I thought this was
in one of the two Catalinas
the boy's dorm) and
the school rented for us
trudging over to the cafe(yeah, we didn't believe it
teria for another one of
either) .
those gourmet meals.
Alas, life went on at
Jim! Jeff! Nelson! Neil!
Marymount in a fashion
There really are people
unknown before. Apathy
here I know! But who are
was a thing of the past.
all the other people? A There were daily football
MINISTRY convention??
games, nightly voll~yball
At Marymount?
games, water frisbee,
Back to Patton and , feeding the fish, · and
unpacking-what am I supparties, parties, parties!
posed to do about a pillow
Amid the complaints
and blanket? All my stuff
about a certain lack of
is in storage. Maybe I'll
organization and lousy
food, amazement was exjust go out into the lobby
pressed that strangers
and see what everybody
else is doing about it. ·
from Skidmore, Missouri
The lobby between A
State, Wilmington, U. of
and B wings is.wall-to-wall
Minnesota,
Marymount
kids. " Where do we get
Manhattan and Marypillows? Is this a coed
mdunt Boca could actually
get along for three and a
dorm? Who's got the bug
half weeks.
spray? Where's the nearWe all made a habit of
est town? Somebody's pet
mouse is loose in my
going to classes (well,
room! Hey, let's have a
almost all of us) and even
PARTY! l ! Forget the pilt'eQUired courses turned
lows, forget' the blanket,
out to be great. For the
forget bed.
Classes start, and are
the major topic of the
~at :r1~ cai~ bey~~~~ pl~~~
lunch table. I wish I wasn't
1
here
taking
required
courses I didn't know
.::::,
existed-! might have taken
Ecology of the Everglades, or that class about
migrant workers in Florida.
Everyone discovers our
bug-free heated swimming
pool and you'd think this
was Ft. Lauderdale at
Eastertime! G~. it might
.be fun to go out there-too
bad my bathing suit is in
storage.
Ne.vertheles - everyone

women and is also. evenly
split between liberal arts
and business majors.
There are a few outstanding basketball players in the group but so far
no star tennis 1 player.
There is one set of twin
girls ·whose older sister
graduated from the . Wilmington Extension here
with a B.A. last year.
There are several transfer
students (mostly from
large impersonal campuses) hoging to find a warm
friendly atmosphere at
Marymount. The student
from Viet Nam was to
have arrived in time for
the Spring semester but
has been delayed with visa
problems. She may arrive
in the middle of this
semester and be a special
student until next Fall. A
few new students from
Pakistan are expected to
join Jimmy Kaikobad who
is now here.
Interestingly
enough,
the majority of applicants
indicate they got interested in Marymount through
a friend who was enrolled.
The Admissions Office
hopes that students here
will continue to spread the
word about Marymount by
visiting their high school
counselors while they are
home for a weekend or
vacation.
Karyn SI)ead

~::y~~i.~e Jis~~~:r:d

~rg~'~'"c ·Sh~~

ENROLLMENT
EXPANDS

rem~mbered
-y . , the
SHUTTLE BUS! . Pile on.
"Ahhhhh, please move
your elbow. Turn on the
radio. It is on? Speedbump, hang on!" We pass
FAU. How come we're
slowing down? "Whatd'ya
mean get out and push?'' I
always wanted to walk
back from F AU in the
rain.
Finally, our friendly
local ministry convention

mas, Colombia , Cos t

1ca,

England, Ethiopia, Iran ,
Jamaica, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Quebec,
Venezuela. VietNam; and
the West Indies). They
come from as far north as
Vermont and New Hampshire as far west as
Calif~rnia and Hawaii.
· Most have visited the
campus within the past
year; others plan to c<!me
during Spring vacation.
The group is fairly evenly
divided between . men and

year of teaching. Mrs.
Brewer· is also the coordinator of Business Teachers Education, and teachers un~rgraduates and
graduates who are already
teaching. Mrs. Brewer is
currently working on her
Doctorate at New York
University.
She enjoys having small
classes at Marymount and
being able to pay more
individual attention to her
students, Mrs. Brewer also
mentioned that most of the
girls she met were exceptionally friendly.
Miss Linda Biscardi
teaches English. She attended the University of
Miami and received her
B.A. there. She will soon
receive her masters from
F.A.U .. Last year Miss
Biscardi taught at North
Miami beach Seni.or High
school. This is her first
year of teaching college.
Mrs. Biscardi likes Marymount because its a small
school.
Mr. Allan Houck teaches
statistics. He received his
B.A. from F .A.U: and is a
graduate student in math.
He is presently working on
his masters of Science
degree. Mr. Houch also
taught at F.A.U.
On behalf of the Marymount students, we weicome the new teachers to
our shool. Judy Rosenthal
.Jan Schwenger

ays

rom

- :

.

u

1c

Relations is ta\!iht by
Mrs. Virginia Harper on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 10:45 to 12:00.
We were able to interview 3 of the new teachers.
Mrs. Ruth Brewer, who
teaches short hand, did
undergraduate work at the
University of North Carolina in Greensboro and
received her masters from
the University of Mi~mi.
She is a full time teacher
at F.A.U. This is her 9th

ARE. YOU
AWARE ?

lege, campaigned for a
city councilman seat here
in Boca Raton and, although he lost, proved that
all our students are not
apathetic.
"I don't believe that
politicians are crooks"
said Pat. "A lot of crooks
are politicians, but that

The Office of Counseling
Services has announced a
series of programs built
around the concept of
human awareness. The
major program to be
offered will · feature Dr.
John Bishop of the University of Delaware who will
offer a one week program
on helping relationships.
The program will run from
March 18 through the 22nd
and will last approximately 90 minutes to 2 hours
per day. The workshop is
currently being offered at
the University of Delaware as a semester long
credit course. The goal of
the program will be to aid
participants in developing
the ability to relate to and
to help the pt!nple they
come in contact with. The
program is open to all
students, faculty, and
staff. Any interested in
participating in the workshop should contact Mr.
Freel as soon as possible
due to a limit on · the
number of people who may
participate in the group.
Dr. Bishop is a counseling psychologist at the
University of Delaware.
He is the Associate Director of the

reverse i8 true. '

and Co-Qrdinator of the

SEVEN NEW
STU
DENT
GETS
FACULTY
MEMBERS INV OLYEO

Marymount's
faculty
has added 7 new teachers
to its staff this semester.
Miss Ann Ackourey teaches pre-school education
from 9-10 on Mondays.
Mrs. Betty Morris also
teaches pre school from
4-6:30 on Tuesdays. Introduction to social work is
covered by Mrs. Solomon

I'm a student," he explained.
Pat is a political science
major who hopes to go into
law school after graduating, so his campaign fit
right in with his studies.
"I've been running for
things since I was five
years old." Pat's last
elected ofice was the
student ·council president
at Boca High. "I've attended the city council
meetings for the past five
years, so I know pretty
much what's going on."
Lori Ceparano

m~~t ar'~;~o~ntr~~~

"When a crook gets in
government he gets a lot
of attention because he is
stealing from all the
people. That's different
from just a lawyer crook
or a baker crook."
Pat felt that his age and
status in life made him a
much better candidate
than most. "I can afford to
be fair because I don't
have any outside interest.

counseling graduate program. Dr. Bishop received
his Ph.D. from Ohio University prior to a one year
internship at Duke University. Following his year at
Duke, Dr. Bishop moved
on to the University of
Delaware where after
working 4 years as a
counseling psychologist,
last year assumed his

present responsibilities.
During the workshop, Dr.
Bishop will live on campus
and will be available for
smaller group meetings.
The counseling office
will also be forming
growth groups in the near
future. These groups,
headed by trained group
leaders, are designed to
aid students to develop
their abilities to deal with
other people. During the
group sessions, members
will at times offer up
personal experiences for
discussion and will receive
feedback from the other
group members. Also, depending on the orientation
of the group leader and the
group, certain sensitivity .
and encounter group techniques may be employed.
Again, any student interested in participating
should contact Mr . Freel
as soon as possible.

southof Lums

395-0652

STUDIO 100
CUSTOM FRAMING

COMPLETE ·LINE
A'RTIST ·sUPPLIES
ALSO CRAFT
ITEMS & CUSTOM
FRAMING AND
STOQ( 1= RAM ES

STUDENT DISCOUNT
100 SOUTH nDIRAL HIGHWAY
•oca RATOII
392•074'
0P01 IIJIIAY liiOIIII SATIIDAY Ulll 5:31

We didn't get to be the leading bank
in this part of Florida jus t because
of our complete facilities.
Or comprehensive services.
Or convenient locatio n.
We got to be the leading bank in
Boca because of our attitude.
We'd do anything fo r ~·ou .

.,.,

First Bank and T~ust
Company of Boca Raton N.A .
. 1.50 E.1'.1ln1l'ttn 1',1rl.. Ro,~<.i

lh>, ,, R,H<,n. F[,,r;d;,

33~3:!

A First B,m,,;h,m•, B,11>l..

t 3\.151 .:'1"5--ll::l,
:\ll>mh·t I' P .Ll.

PARENTS

RATHSKELLER FINALLY OPENS
The Marvmount rathskeller is i10w open f<Jr
beer. food. and wine.
The assortment of beer
ranges from. Millers on
tap. to 1\>tit·helob in the
bottle. There are large
assortments
ot
wines
through
which
range
1\lateus. Pink Chablis
SangrGte' .
Lambrussco.
Libfraumilch. to possibly
M.D. 20-20. Sandwiches
are provided by John
Buccino with a fairly good
selection of ham and
cheese subs. tuna salad:
bacon lettuce and tomatoe,
roast beef. and meatball
sandwiches.
The juke box presents a
wide variety of songs
which are changed once a
week and games will be
provided such" as bowling
and football.

Joe the Bartender.

According to joe Stefanaccf. ( "Hemo"), manager
of Marymount rathskeller,
the price of sandwiches
may drop in the near
future and beers may be
served one night a week
for twenty cents. Soon he
hopes to have the outdoor
porch open for use.
The manager asks to,
"please ~ring identification when vou come." and
to "please-stop taking the
glasses! .. The rathskeller
is open from four p.m . to
one a .m. Monday thru
Thursday. four p.m. to two
a.m . Friday, and twelve
noon to two a.m. Saturday
and Sunday.
Brian Casey
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PHONE 395-522 5
On U .S. 1, Boca Raton, Fla. 33432
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RESTAURANT -

::!

LOUNGE

Steaks • Prime Ribs • Seafood

§
§

Salad Ba1

•

Open 7 Days A Week

!-
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:VALHALLA

:

: Announces Its·

:

t

t

nnounces

: SPRING SALE l
! SPECIAL l
: Anv Man'sShirt And :
.----___,: Any Mini Dress Just :

! • I $9.9s I · !

Deepest ·
Sympathy

t

The Pulse staff extends its sympathy to
J immy Kaikobad on the death of his
father .

Just drinking buddies

WITHTHISAD

f

GoodThroughMarch14

:\ton.
t Opt>n
Tnt>!>, Wt>ds.

t Sat.

& Fri. 11 -8 p.m.
& Thurs 11-6 p .m.

111-li
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POLITICS 1974
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Th('re has been a lot of
. talk during the few months
cont·erning Nixon. what
should happen to Richard
Nixon. Yon often hear
people say things such as
"he should be impeached"
or "he should resign".
1\layb(' he should be impeached or resign. but
anyone with a good feeling
of the mood of Congress
\with elections coming
soon ) and a knowledge of
- Nixon's background knows
that neither will ever
happt>n .
It should be remembered that Nixon \note a book
called "Six Crises". and
that disasters of the magnitude of Watergate not an
espeCially new occurrance
to him . It has been said
that Nixon creates crises .
But it can also be said that
crises created
Nixon.
There is little doubt that if
he had not perservered in
the Hiss case during the
early 1950's. he would have
remained as obscure as
the majority of his colleagues. Nixon was criticized a great deal during
this im·estigation but it
landed him the Republicans nomination for vicepresident in 1952. Then
came crisis number two.
.:'\ixon was accused of
ha \'ing a "secret fund ..
supported by a group of
Cahf~rnia
millionaires.
The rumors spread rapidly
and it appeared that he
would·be dumped from the
Eisenhower ticket. With
all hope gone. Nixon
r"amous
delivered
his
"Checkers" speach and
reinstated enough support
to help_ the Republican
ticket wm the election by a
landslide. Then there were
the losses in 1960 for
President and in 1962 for
Governor of California.
:-.iixon stated that he'd
never run again. and made
his famQ~.~~ jab at the
press. Even with these
seemihgly "unelectable"
blemishes on his record he
ma~a~ed to beat Humphrey 111 68 and McGovern in
·n. And now Nixon is
fa~ing
Watergate.
It
seems to many that he's
had it, but if history
repeats itself, as it usually
does, Nixon will not give
up.

And it is very doubtful
that he will be impeaehed.
The _q~Iestion will come up,
but It IS pretty obvious that.
that will be the extent of it.
There are a few Congressmen who hve the courage
to come out positively for
or against the proposal,
but most prefer not to take
an active side. And with
the polls showing that the
majority of the people do
not want Nixon impeached. even though they
believe he is guilty of some
wrongdoing, most Congressmen will side with
the polls using them as
their excuse.
·
· Congress will not impeach Nixon , and Nixon
will not resign. He probably will not be remembered
as an Andrew Johnson but
it is doubtful that he' will
be classified as one of
America's great presiPat Winburn
dents .
THOUGHTS ON
FREEDOM
Recently, I found myself
at dinner with a group of
Marymount students who
spent a sizeable portion of
the evening complaining
about Marymount ' College
and its shortcomings. I
suggested that they take
their complaints and do
something positive with
them. I was greeted with a
ehorus of reasons why
they could not risk doing
anything. Most of the
excuses involved possible
unknown
consequences
which could result from
any visible attempts to
initiate change. I left that
night somewhat frustrated
with my inability to strike
a responsive chord in
these people and I must
add I was somewhat
confused at their attitude.
A week or two later, two
unrelated ~ su ested to me some reasons or
many individuals' unwillingness to risk voicing
dissent. On this particular
evening, I viewed for the
third or fouth time the
movie The Ten Commandments. I also attended a lecture by the
psychologist Dr. Robert
Alsofrom who during his
lecture refered to Erich
Fromm's masterpiece Escape From Freedom, a

book I had read and been
very impressed by a few
years
earlier.
Both
Fromm's book and the
.movie concerned people
and the search for free- .
dom. W~t is striking,
however, 111 both ·cases is
not man's. desire · for
freedom: but, in both
cases the reality that most
people would rather remain mired in an unhappy
or oppressive-but familiarsetting than strike out in
search of a better existence. The Jews in Egypt
were slaves: yet, many
still seemed to shirk the
challenge of the unknown
desert and the potential
freedom that it offered.
Fromm makes a similar
point in discussing the
Germany of the 1930's.
Men might talk of freedom
and sing its virtues, but
when faced with real
freedom or the opportunity
to be free, most will refuse
it.
It sees to take a very
particular strain of cour~ge to be a truly free man
1!1 ou~ society today. We
live m a society where
almost everv facet of our
· · life is dictated to us by
some controlling group or
individual. It might be on
the national level where
we continue to tolerate
corruption apd inefficiency; rather than calling for
changes to reverse an
obviously deteriorating so•
ciety. On our own local
level we are content to sit back and allow our futures
to be determined without
raising our voices. The
greatest mark of the free
man is his willingness to
take a chance; his willingness to grow ; and his
willingness not ' to accept
the status quo. Perhaps no
better example exists today
than
Alexander
~if4!,S~·~ wh

~

ntbment
in e de rom
his homeland and at least
for the present is apart
from his family.
.
It is ironic that in a land
where the word freedom is
so bandied about, tbat
there are really very {ew
free men.
Ed Freel
THE PRESIDENT
AND LAW

This column has avoided
the issue of impeachment

IOCCULT LECTURE MARCH 8th
elude The Occult RevoluNoted lecturer and authtion, A Christian Meditaor of man~ books on the
for some five months .
tion, and his latest and
occult, Fr. Richard Woods,
However, with a passage
most successful book, The
is giving a free lecture
of time, an interplay of
Devil. For more informasponsored by the campus
events and discussion
tion on the March 8th
ministry on March 8 at the
within the public forum
lecture please contact Fr.
J .F .K. center of the Miami
.the moment for reflection
Marty Devereaux at his
Dade Nocth campus. Some
on this problem has arrivoffice at any time.
ed.
·
of Fr. Woods' books inImmediately one must
recall that impeachment is
not the actual Senate trial
and possible removal from
office, but the indictment by the House of Representatives as contained in
formal articles of imThese include the followShould I transfer to
peachment agreed to by a
ing:
Wilmington College? Is
majority ·vote. In this
Alfred University
this the question you are
sense the House acts in the
Central Michigan Univernow asking yourself as a
capacity of a grand jury
sity
sophomore? Well, why not
that has been presented
Cheyney State College
do
so?
with evidence, both factual
Fairleigh
Dickinson Uniin
Wilmington
College
and circumstantial. It is
versity
Boca Raton is an extension
the responsibility of the
Glassboro State College
of Wilmington in New
House Judiciary CommitHunter College
Castle,
the
only
private
tee to determine what
Idaho
State Urliversity
year
college
in
the
four
evidence merits its consiNew York University
state of Delaware, charderation and how broad
Roth Graduate School of
tered by the state to grant
:-vm be the wording of Baccalaureate
Business
Degrees
in
Impeachment articles.
St. John's University
Liberal Arts and Business
If one argues that the
Temple University
Administration, as well as
Senate Watergate Select
University of Buffalo
two-year Associate DeCommittee, the U.S. DisUniversity
of Delaware
grees.
It
is
a
recognized
trict Court of Judge John
University of Scranton
candidate for accreditaSirica, the grand juries
Villanova University
tion by the Middle States
The Special Prosecutor'
Washington College
Association of Colleges
and the House Judiciary
West Chester State C_ollege
and Schools an!i, as such,
Committee do not have
its graduates are accepted
firm factual evidence imThis list was drawn as a
for admission into graplicating, the President in
result of a study of the
duate schools throughout
felonies or misdemeanors
first graduating class of
the country. This you no
there remains the circumthe college and, undoubtdoubt know. But did you
stantial situations such as
edly, would be even longer
realize that the Extension,
the 18 minute gap in the
now. You will note the
~n the Boca campus, is
tapes, the changing stories
spread as well
geographic
licensed
by
the
Florida
of the White House the
as the prestigious instituState Board of Indepenfiring of Archibald' Cox
tions included.
dent Colleges and Univerand the testimony of John
Recognized
candidate
sities? As such, WilmingDeal), among others. ·
status
is
decidedly
honorton
College
functions
in
Even in the absence of
ed by sister institutions. It
Florida with the same
such coincidences the fact
is also a firm indication
academic and legal apremains that Mr. Nixon
t~at. th~ accrediting assoproval that it has in the
has brought discredit to
ciation IS confident of the
north.
his government and to this
abil!ty of the college to
Dr. Marie V. Tarpey,
nation by his attitude and
achieve full accreditation.
Dean of Faculty arid
activities. In at least one
Wilmington College conAcademic Affairs at Wilimpeachment and removal
tinues to work hard to
mington,
reports
that
graof a Federal judge the
reach that goal.
duates of the college and
determination was {nade
Meanwhile--should you
or their credentials have
on the basis of his havin
t n f •r to
· ·
I!.
·
the
Col\~> e fot ..,·our
tr and
bench. John Madisori, at
rourlh ycm :: Why not? !
the time of the Constitutional Convention debates
of 1787, wrote that the
appointment power of the
President required that he
accept the responsibility
Bernice Sharp, chief cook at Marymount's cafeteria has
for the actions of men who
ta~en over the responsibilities formerly handled by' Mr.
worked under him, partiCaicedo (Mr. C.)
cularly if he allowed them
Mr. "C" left word at Christmas time that he would not
to carry on activities that
return for this semester, and according to Mr. Hanley no
contravened the law withone will be hired this year to retiace Mr. "C".
'

WILMINGTON COLLEGE
TRANSFER ?

MR. 'C' LEAVES CAFETERIA

at $Jf4 ead Mlf~ $1200
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by Ronald Falzone
What can you say about
mains faithful to the word
a movie whose sole purof the book, it commits
pose fof existence is to
pure adultery to the spirit
scare the devil out of you?
of it. The gothic horror
If you're talking about
that hovered over the
"The Exorcist" then you
entire book only. surfaces
are bound to say that it
in the last hour of the
succeeds admirably. The
movie. The first hour
movie made from William
seems like little more than
Peter Blatty's bestseller is
a typical big budget picjust about the most grueture. The effects, though,
some movie to appear in a
are flawless throullhout.
Never before has Hollylong time and one with
wood created more amasoul-stirring
more
zing and unexplainable
screams in it than a night
effects. The movie is filled
at Bela Lugosi's Transylwith perfectly executed
vanian resort. For sheer
devices such as levitation,
shock effect, the movie is
moving furniture and,
worth the long lines and
most amazing, Regan's
the rather exorbitant adability to turn her head a
mission price.
full 360 degrees. The very
These
compliments,
thought of many of these
though, are not meant to
visuals is bound to make
say that the movie is
the viewer shudder on
great. It's not. The subjects of possession and . recollection for a long time
to come.
exorcism have been handled infinitely better in the
The cast is well-balanced and perform well
movies before. The two
together. The standout is
most obvious examples
. newcomer Jason Miller.
would be ''The Devils''
PlayiRg Father Karras, he
and "Rosemary's Bab:v"
but comparison to these two ·adds a dark and forboding
presence that helps the
movies would .be unfair.
Where they depended upon
film over its •roughest
mental shocks, "The Exmoments. Little Miss
orcist" depends on a
Blair, handed one of the
physical and therefore
oddest of all possible roles,
should be reviewed strictly
does a fine job; particularly considering the grotesas a very glossy and
well-made horror film.
que
and burdensome
Regan is a beautiful
make-up she is asked to
twelve year old who has
wear. The one sad performance comes from Ellen
everything. Her mother is
a movie star who is
Burstyn. Easily one of the
most talented actresses
devoted to her daughter.
.1urkmg today, she is
She is wealthy and, as
played by Linda Blair,
handed a role that demands only one trait, that
basically unspoiled. She
also has something she did
she be able to scream
hysterically.
not bargain for. For some
reason the movie feels us
The movie is far from
. too unimportant to explain,
perfect. It tends to add
she becomes possessed by
parts that are unimportant
the devil. The physical and
to the whole of the film
behavioral changes tht
and at other times seems
to be so taken up with its
come over Regan cause
expert doctors and psyspecial effects and shocks
chiatrist$ to draw blanks
that it almost forgets what
as to her disease. Enter
the rest of titG- movie is
Father Karras who decidabout. Even so, for those
of you who really enjoy
es the only recourse is
some good screams, this
exorcism. Under the direction of another priest,
movie has more than
Pnough to keep you, if not
Father Merrin, the two
priests begin the process · on r fw edge of your seat,
tht>• :1robably under it.
of forcing the devil out.
Although the movie re- .
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Rock
concerts are scheduled for
the month of March. On
March 6th, F.A.U. is
sponsoring it's Jazz and
Wind ensemble.
Gordon Lightfoot is appearing • 2.t the Miami.

Beach Auditorium on
March 15th. Also on the
15th, Chicago will play at
Miami Sport Auditorium.
Grand Funk will be in
Miami on March 29 at the
Sport Auditorium.

Did you ever get a
Christmas present from an
unexpected source?
I can't help but feel that
I was so blessed by, of all
people, the Hollywood producers. In and about
Christmas, they decided to
unleash a whole spate of
films that are more than
worth the price of admission.
P APILLON (French for
"Butterfly) is Franklin
Schaeffer's tribute to that
perrennial escapee, Henri
Charriere who was so
nicknamed because of a
tattoo on his chest. The
exacting role of Charriere
was given to Steve
McQueen who lends it his
best performance in years.
Papillon has been convicted of murder (a rap he
sterly denies) and sentenced to life at the penal
colony of St. Laurent du
Maroc, commonly refered
to as "Devil's Island".
Like any free spirit, he
lives for the one day he
can escape and like any
adventure film, the movie
gives him more than his
fill of chances.
The movie suffers from
one basic flaw. It is too
long. The film is always
entertaining but seems to
carry on a little too much
to hold your undivided
attention. Once in awhile
the director tries to throw
in some pseudo-artistic
touches such as _slow-mption photography and long
stretches of film done in
pantomine. The latter gimmick
a traek record
of 50-50 One of the films
best and most excruciating scenes is when Papillon is thrown into solitary
confinement where a strict
rules of silence among
prisoners is strongly enforced. A later panto-

mime, between the escaped prisoner and a friendly
tribe of natives is obscured
because most of the viewers were watching all of
the attractive half-naked
girls.
Despite these minor
flaws, PAPILLON is a
film that contains enough ·
excitement for the diehard
adventure fan and can
provide a good night out
for anyone who likes his
movies basic and devoid of
any great strain on their
imagination.
i For those of you who like
to watch someone use a
wild imagination, then
your time has come. After
some second-rate work on
PLAY IT AGAIN SAM,
and EVERYTHING YOU
WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT SEX ... , Woody
Allen has returned with his
funniest and most personal
film since BANANAS.
In this new movie,
SLEEPER the plot is
typical of Allen's style of
humor. A health food store
owner (Allen) is treated
for an unsuccessful peptic
ulcer and encased in
aluminum foil to be revitalized in the year 2173.
With his usual verve, Allen
attacks everything from
sex (it is so dehumanized
that a machine called an
orgasmatron does away
with the idea of partnership) to nixon (all records
of his administration have
been destroyed which
leads historians to believe

Neil Hitchens
"THE NEW DEAD"
The
Grateful Dead
chunks out another new
one, SKELETONS FROM
THE CLOSET. It's a
collection of their best...It
consists of their previous
albums THE WORKINGMANS DEAD, ANOXOMOXOO, THE BIG BALL,
AMERICAN BEAUTY and
EUROPE 72. It's an
excellent album but, not
worth the bucks. However,.
he never really existed.>
Directed and written
<along with Marshall
Brickman> by Allen, the
plot moves so fast, one is
occasionally unaware that
the projectors themselves
are whirring away at
twice their normal speed
for the big chase scenes.
, This tremendous energy
and imaginatiorf more
than insure the claim that
Allen is the 70's answer to
the Marx Brothers.
Now we move from the
ridiculous to the sublime
for a lopk at a film for a
viewer who likes a slightier more dramatic film.
Martin Scorcese's MEAN
STREETS is the sleeper of
the year (no pun intended.) It is a story of blind
devotion and penance on
the streets of New York's
Little Italy. Charlie is a
struggling Mafia operative
who is suffering from a
guilt complex due to his
job. <The conflict of work
vs. morality is best described by Charlies choice
of heroes; John Wayne
and Francis of Assisi.) As

if you don't own a Dead
album
I
recommend
SKELETONS FROM THE
CLOSET. Its all their
albums in one with songs
that made them famous.
"Sugar
Magnolia",
"Rosemary",
"Mericoli
Blues", "Trucking" and
"One More
Saturday
Night." Its a short album,
44 minutes of playing time,
but well worth the sit.
a form of penance, he
adopts a childhood friend
who is as unreliable as
many of his murderous
co-workers. The "bum",
named Johnny Boy, has
spread debts all over the
streets and Charlie ha:; put
up a voucher for him.
When the creditors come
to call, the two find
themselves backed up
against a wall hounded by
their own best friends.
The film is chock-full of
brilliant
performances,
the two best of which are
Harvey Keitel (Charlie >
and Robert DeNiro (Johnny Boy). The film itself
has the remarkable polish
of a Hollywood production
but the seamy look of the
streets.
For those of you who
enjoy an intelligent movie
that demands the same
trait of its viewer, ·you
need look no farther than
this movie. It is one of the
years gems and a more
than worthy opponent for
any award the critics
decide to nominate it for.

DR. ALBERT F. ROBBINS
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN & SURGEON

announc~s

tile opening of. the
WEIGHT CONTROL AND PHYSICAL FITNESS MEDICAL CLINIC
Medical Treatment of Obesity & Associated Conditions
Exercise Testing & Prescribed Aerobic Exercise Programs

Kimberly-Rae
SthAve'. Shopping Plaza
Boca Raton

BY APPOINTMENT
395-3282

Colonial Professional Building
S1 S.E. 3rd Street, Boca Raton
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DONE 808 1 '

adaptation also enhanced
the show. I believe that
'parents aoo students alike
were treated to an evening

Congratulations should
bE.' extended to Bob
Toanone for his impressive performance and to
Mr. William Smith whose
strong direction helped
bring this performance to
the surface. The flashbacks in Mr. Smith's

NIXON ·A ND THE LAW

of excellent adult enter-

of the Nixon administration. Notable are the facts
that Mr. Nixon's own
advisors point to his
adversion to criticism or
the other side of the story;
his support of peace in
Vietnam to bring back
American veterans and his
refusal to give more aid to
Veteran's hospitals; his
reaction to political dissidents in this country,
which has been little short
of a (X'Oto-dictorial regime, or his technical,
totally objective, self-serving approach to his position under the law and tax
regulations of this nation.
Undoubtedly, resignation from office would set
a precedent that is constilutinally weak in a nonparliamentary
system,
particularly in the absence
of a no-ronfidence vote by
Congress. This is why
thelegal positionof impeachment, as an indictment, is strong and necessary. Our former VicePresident was forced to
submit to the legal process
of the American courts.
Surely our President, elected to carry out the laws of
the land, must, too, face

tainment.
Phil Beninato

WALK FOR MANKIND
are two areas which
· receive almost no other
medical attention.
This year's walk will be
sunday. March 10 and
begin at 9 a.m. at the Boca
Raton High School football
field. Each person walking
collects sponsors who
agree to pay a certain
amount of money for each
mile walked. The walk will
again be a maximum of
twenty miles, and take
nearly the entire day .
Sponsor sheets may be
picked up in the library.
For further information,
contact Pat WinbiJm.

About a week from now.
hundreds of people. young
and old. will be walking
with their goal being
making someone 's life a
little healthier.
'
Last year over twenty
thousand dollars was raised in Boca Raton alone for
Project Concep1. the organization wh1ch receives
the funds. Project Concern
gives medical attention to
the under privileged in
. fivP major areas of the
world. Two of these areas
in the United States, the
Bisti Indian reservation in
New Mexico and the
Appalachian mountains,

SARA THOMAS
IN DELRAY
PRODUCTION
Marymrunt
student
Sarah Thomas is currently
appearing .in "The Sound
of Music" at the Delray
Beach Plavhouse. Interested students are encouraged to come to see ·a
classmate and an enjoyable play.

TENNIS TEAM STARTS IN ASLUMP
Playing in a slump the tennis team lost 3 matches in the past 5 days.
They first lost to highly rated Rollins 6-1. Their next loss was a heartbreaking 4-3 to
the University of Florida. The score was tied into the last match and Marymount lost
5-4 in the tiebreaker.
Their most recent lo!IS was to the University of Miami 7-2. The main problem with
the team as express~ by several members seems to be a lack of depth.
However. since it is still early in the season and they seem to have played their·
toughest opponents early. I would expect to see them win their share of their match
and perhaps pick up their losses the second time around.
Greg Leazer

the constitutionally devised process of the American Congress. Nothing
more and nothing less is
required nor would be
adequate.

out censuring them.·
Added to tbese approaches to understanding
the why of impeachment
are several other realities
J.P. Weldon

BASKETBALL SEASON ENDS
As the 1973-74 season
comes to a close, the
future for Marymount
basketball looks promising. Hampered by problems aU year, coach Ed
Freel described the season
as a learning experience,
not only for himself but for
the entire Mary mount athletic program.
Coach Freel expressed
the need for a more
real~tic program, one that
would consist of improved
scheduling and better recruiting. New additions for
the second half of the
season. were Tim Oaks.

Allen Mosher and Buddy
Shipman. All showed desire and good attitude,
which were lacking ·in
previous players.
Coach Freel announced
his resignation as basketball coach as the season
came to an end. A new
coach for next year has
yet to be announced.
Deerfield gym will be the
home court for the Macymount basketeers next .
year.
To sum up the season, as
coach Freel said, it was a
year of learning.
Greg MalCitano
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Inform-a tion on

SILVA MIND CONTROLCOURSE
CALL 391-9279

Now

Sounds
Inc.

AND PIZZERIA
MIDWEEK 10:30-12:00

180 SO. FED. HIGHWA. Y
BOCA RATON,·Florida
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 'TIL ONE
SUNDAY & MONDAY 'TIL ELEVEN
395-0105
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BERNIE, . 'outrageous' as usual
FREE PITCHER OF BEER (32 oz.) with
LARGE PIZZA WITH THIS AD

. Suppling all hits in ·
stereo albums, 8-traci .tapes,
and cassettes. quad albums and
8-t~aci _tapes, posters, incense
and other accessories. ,
11:00 AM to 9:00PM
Mon.-Tues.-Thurs.- Fri.·
11:00 AM to 7:00PM
Wednesday -Saturday

395-2634
NEXT TO GRACE'S
- 1937 N.W. 2nd AVE.

SOUTH FLORIDA'S MOST COMPLETE DIVING SHOP AND SHIP STORE

• SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE • BOATING • SKIING • DIVING

ROSE, BOONE'S FARM
MA TEUS, RIPPLE·
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I
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Lani's
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